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the asce/sei conferences committee is currently seeking proposals for the following asce/sei sponsored annual conference: the conferences committee is seeking proposals for the following asce/sei sponsored annual conference: the conference committee is currently seeking proposals for the following asce/sei
sponsored annual conference: the conference committee is currently seeking proposals for the following asce/sei sponsored annual conference: asce ( is the world's largest organization of structural engineers, with almost 230,000 members in 145 countries and in all 50 states. asce is the publisher of journal of the

american society of civil engineers, the asce's only peer-reviewed journal, and journal of structural engineering, the world's most widely read structural engineering journal. asce also publishes the journal of building engineering and environmental systems (jbees), a leading technical professional journal on
building science and engineering; journal of construction engineering and management, a leading journal on construction management; journal of earth engineering, a peer-reviewed journal published by asce in cooperation with the american society of civil engineers and the international federation of earth

sciences and engineering; structural engineering news, a newsletter providing timely technical and business information for asce members; and asce materials, a monthly magazine focusing on the selection, properties and use of materials.
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our maps, calculators and spreadsheets (e.g., rssa, fema, acec, eq3, eq3f) are available for asce members free of charge. if you have already selected your free courses, go directly to mylearning. check out other continuing
education opportunities too. asce seventh annual conference on earthquake engineering december 5, 2011, los angeles, california the asce seventh annual conference on earthquake engineering will be held december 5-7,
2011, in los angeles, california. this conference is organized around three major sessions. the first session is seismic design and building code requirements for structural concrete buildings (continued). the second session is
basic design of steel buildings (continued). the third session is fundamental concepts in earthquake engineering (continued). the conference features a distinguished program of plenary and panel speakers addressing the

most pressing challenges facing the earthquake engineering community. the agenda also features an extensive exhibit area that includes many industry leading organizations and educational institutions. the conference is
expected to attract more than 650 attendees from around the world. details and registration information can be found at the asce website: asce annual meeting and annual symposium december 5-9, 2011, santa barbara,

california the asce annual meeting and annual symposium will be held december 5-9, 2011, in santa barbara, california. the annual meeting and symposium is held every december at the marriott resort and spa, located just
south of the downtown area of santa barbara. the 2011 annual meeting and symposium is being organized around two major sessions. the first session is seismic design and building code requirements for structural concrete

buildings (continued). the second session is basic design of steel buildings (continued). the symposium features a distinguished program of plenary and panel speakers addressing the most pressing challenges facing the
earthquake engineering community. the agenda also features an extensive exhibit area that includes many industry leading organizations and educational institutions. the symposium is expected to attract more than 1,500

attendees from around the world. details and registration information can be found at the asce website: 5ec8ef588b
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